Other qualities unwanted in New Bishop
4) If you marked other above what quality(ies) would you not want in our new Bishop?
Someone who is more interested in being a leader than a servant.
"toxically' masculine in outlook/attitude whether male or female or non binary, esp. left learning political correctness...
“Good Old Boy” mentality, socially and politically conservative or closed-minded
*depending on what Prophet means. If it means fussing about with stories about the End of Days, then this is a quality that's undesirable. If Prophet means
someone who understands the times we're in, well I think that's almost the only thing that matters. Because we're in perilous times, the kind that end
organizations or establish them for the next centuries.
Racist, homophobic
A person who pretends to be compassionate, a good listener, and fair.
A willingness to support politically divisive policies from which there is no return.
all of these are important and not mutually exclusive or in conflict with one another. I would not want a bishop who is not committed to mutuality and
accountability.
All of these things are important. I'd like to have somebody with all these traits to some extent.
All the listed qualifications are important.
An anti-liturgical type, a remote authority,, a social conservative.
As noted above, all are relevant in different ways and to different degrees. I can't say that anyone of them is not important..
Autocratic; dictatorial; egotistic
Clericalism, authoritarianism, inability to change perspectives, (oh, anger, definitely not angry)
concerned primarily with social issues to the neglect of spiritual ones
demanding
dictatorial, fundamentalist, heterodox (I want a Bishop who can say the creed without crossing fingers)
egoism, blaming, sloth, substance abuser, con artist
Focused on diocesan and national goals rather than learning about parishes
Hard headed, closed to new ideas
I don't think they have to be fluent in Spanish, but some ability, like presiding in Spanish if needed
I don't want a dogmatic old timer unwilling to be open to new ideas and ways of reaching god.
I would want him to be welcome in all congregations. Our former Bishop has had to take his place in at least one congregation where the current bishop made
unwanted sexual behavior.
I'm not sure how to answer this. It seems to me that if our Bishop is rooted in Christ's word and sacraments and prayerfully seeks strength and vision from Him,
any of his gifts would be acceptable.
Inability to communicate ,remote
inflexible personal agenda
It's very difficult not to want all the above skills plus the ability to walk on water.
Just needs to "relate" with today's world
Maintainer of status quo
Manager, kind
micro-manager, poor administrator/manager, not open to using technology/social media
My answer stands on its own
n/a
N/A
Narrowly anthropocentric
No power trippers or royal types. We probably need someone with boldness, but beware of any hint of arrogance.
none
none
none of them
Not just a bishop at the altar, someone who is willing to work along with us. xxx was more like this than others.
not open minded, not an open door policy
Not open to listening
Not to be easily caught up in fades and temporal matters.
officious tradition clever
one who will not answer to laity or take parish priests seriously.
personal agenda and politics in the pulpit
Reclusive
respectful and deserving of respect
See the qualities Ihave listed above after "Other:"
self-centered and ego driven
snooty
Someone who doesn't listen to the community.
Someone who place form over relationship with Christ, someone afraid to be real, or afraid to seek accountability.
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Someone who prided themselves on any orthodoxy
Someone who thinks too highly of him- or herself and thinks the rest of us are dispensable.
Someone with a Gos complex; someone born to be in the spotlight, no clowns or performers.
They do not need large church/cathedral experience.
Top down leader
Unwillingness to take action, avoiding confrontation
White hetero cis man (if possible, but like the Spirit will lead as she likes)
Why should care about church politics? God will only bless us if we focus on Him and His Truth and Love.
A closed door, a closed ear, a closed mind, Dishonesty in thought word and deed.
Someone from outside Oregon.
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